Elring – Das Original

Service information, tips from the gasket expert

Installation videos

Monthly newsletter covering topics associated with engine sealing

www.academy.elring.de

Sealing compound wizard

Service information, tips from the gasket expert

Exploded view drawing catalog for trucks and vans

www.elring.de/en – Fast access to all information and the complete Elring range. The website includes: online catalog, exploded view drawings, catalogs and brochures, service information, datasheets, installation videos, newsletter subscription, Elring distributors, trade fair dates and much more ...

www.academy.elring.de

Now includes FAQs on the new sealing compounds.
Ten good reasons to choose Elring

1. A byword for sound experience in sealing technology for more than 130 years
2. OE expertise through ElringKlinger AG – technology leader and approved supplier to the global automobile industry
3. Elring spare parts in OEM quality
4. Wide product range worldwide
5. Gasket sets tailored to the specific type of engine repair

Cylinder-head bolt sets for 100% safety.
For a professional cylinder head repair it is absolutely essential to install a new cylinder-head gasket and new cylinder-head bolts. Elring therefore does not just offer the cylinder-head gasket but also the matching cylinder-head bolt sets in certified quality, for almost all cars and trucks. They are supplied packed in a special box with thread protection.

Auxiliary seals – flexible sealing systems for all applications. Elring offers suitable special-purpose seals for a large number of sealing jobs in engine, transmission, exhaust gas system, and auxiliaries: seals for oil pans, intake and exhaust manifolds, water pumps, compressors, turbochargers, gearboxes, and axles. The materials and design are tailored precisely to the respective application and the specific requirements.

Cylinder-head gaskets – solutions for all requirements. As key components, cylinder-head gaskets help ensure that engines run efficiently, safely, and economically. Whether you need Metaloflex™ metal layer, metal-elastomer, or Ferroflex™/Ferroelastic™ metal/soft material cylinder-head gaskets, Elring offers all designs tailored to the respective engine requirements for high-performance, fuel-saving, and environmentally compatible engines.

Sealing compounds for a lasting seal. Whether they are being used for cars, trucks, motor bikes, vintage cars, racing or water sports, wherever components have to be reliably sealed, Elring offers an extensive range of solutions that have proven effective in practice millions of times. These high-performance sealing compounds have been tried and tested in professional and DIY use. Well-known Elring sealing compounds such as Dirko™, Curil™, and AFD satisfy all requirements for reliability, thermal stability, media resistance, and ease of processing. So when it comes to sealing you are always on the safe side.

Gasket sets – complete and ready to hand. For professional repairs and maintenance, all components have to fit perfectly, be precisely matched, and readily available. For full and partial overhauls of engines, gearboxes, and other assemblies, Elring offers a comprehensive range for car and truck engines. Elring supplies gasket sets tailored to the respective engine repair job, e.g., full sets (S), cylinder head sets (ES), conversion sets for crank casing (CS), water pump sets (WPS), transmission sets (GSM). This saves time and effort when it comes to ordering, warehousing, and installation.

Rotary shaft seals (oil seals) and valve stem rings. Dynamic seals are a fitting complement to the product range. Elring offers rotary shaft seals (oil seals) and valve stem seals (some with sensor) in various designs, materials, and dimensions. Manufactured to certified-quality standards, they are designed for use in engines, transmission systems, and axles.

Assorted seal packs – a practical and proven solution. Our convenient, easy-to-use assorted seal packs include sealing rings and valve stem seals in a wide range of designs and dimensions, so you will always have everything you need to hand for maintenance and repair work.

Sealing compounds – for a lasting seal. Be it for passenger cars, commercial vehicles, or motor sports, Elring offers sealing products that have proven effective time and again in millions of applications. Whether they are being used for cars, trucks, motor bikes, vintage cars, racing or water sports, wherever components have to be reliably sealed, Elring offers an extensive range of solutions that have proven effective in practice millions of times. These high-performance sealing compounds have been tried and tested in professional and DIY use. Well-known Elring sealing compounds such as Dirko™, Curil™, and AFD satisfy all requirements for reliability, thermal stability, media resistance, and ease of processing. So when it comes to sealing you are always on the safe side.
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